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About This Game

Girl Lily gets assignment from a strange man Peter. She needs to break into the Duchess’s mansion and to steal her papers.
Entering the mansion, Lily finds out that the duchess is engaged in black magic and is plotting against the King. Now Lily will

have to disrupt the Duchess's cunning plans and save the kingdom from chaos.

An exciting story in hidden object genre, puzzle, occurring in a magic world.

91 game level.

12 hours of fascinating gameplay.

More than 10 different game mechanics.

500 unique game tools.
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Loved the game! Very intertaining and original. I hope there's a second one coming.. I'm going to recommend this game because
it has some unique ideas for an Hidden Object Game, but it is very, very repetitive. Instead of the standard list of words, in this
game the object is to find matches of two or or sometimes three identical items. The puzzles vary from the standard static HO
scenes to ones where the items move around and ones where the items are layered on top of each other and the player must
move them around. In between some of these HO puzzles are a few memory match games, jigsaw puzzles and strip puzzles to
do. While there is technically a story involved, it is just told to the player inbetween the various HO scenes and looks to be the
story that one plays through in "Fall of the New Age" which is also by the same developers. Honestly the story has nothing to do
with the HO puzzles and just seems to be there to break up the game so that the player isn't just playing one HO scene after
another (which he is anyway) and the story could have been dropped entirely from the game and it would not have made any
difference to the gameplay. All the HO scenes use pretty much the same pictures over and over again, which gets tiring and
makes this a "meh" HOG at best.. Started out alright, but if your on Windows 10 your screwed. Come round 6, it has you move
things in a pile and it refused to move. Good luck on tech support either.
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